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Introduction:

For this assignment my game idea was to create a 3D endless runner type game, 
however instead of using generic gameplay that exists in the endless runner 
games genres, I wanted to create a new type of gameplay which is based on 
persecutive. The game title is Roll and in the game you are in control of a ball, the 
goal of the game is to stay on the platforms as long as you can, the platforms in 
the game are narrow and generated randomly, they are lot of movements involved 
in the game like any other endless runner game you always need to pay attention 
to your path. The ball is only capable of moving left and right, and the ball will 
automatically move forwards. As it was mentioned before due to the small size of 
the platforms you need to be very accurate with your movements, if you fall down 
of the platforms then the game is over. They are also collectables in the game 
which you can pick them up by colliding with them. Whenever you collide with the 
gold pieces on the platform you collect them. In oder to make the game more 
challenging I made the size of the gold pieces small, so the player need to 
coordinate their position accurately in order to collect them. For example if the 
player is too close to the edge of the platforms, They will miss the opportunity to 
collect the gold pieces. One of my main goal in this project was to make the game 
visually appealing. I used different techniques such as physics, particles effective, 
animation and sound in order to make the game more vivid and engaging for the 
player. The game which I was inspired by to make this project is mobile game 
called Zigzag[1] which offers similar gameplay.


Roll:
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Design:

I also did research on popular and trending endless runner type game, endless 
runner game usually offer very simple game mechanics, however dispute the 
simple gameplay often they are very addictive of the most popular example of 
endless runner type is Flappy Bird[2] which became extremely popular. Endless 
runner game usually offer variety of obstacles which player needs to avoid and 
collectable game items which usually increases the player score or health. One of 
the most popular 3D endless runner game is Temple Run which is game for mobile 
devices. Temple run offers more complex gameplay compared to other 
competitors. The game also features a very rich and high detail map, which helps 
the game gain the attention of the players.[3]


For my game idea at first I was interested of making a game similar to like of 
Temple Run however what I find challenging was how to make the game level vivid 
and enjoyable. Therefore I decided to try different type of gameplay, instead of 
having the usual character which can go left, right, jump and slide. In the Roll, 
when you are in control of the ball(player) you can only move left and right. The 
game relays on perspective and visual effects in order to make the game 
entertaining fo the players. The player consistently needs to move the ball around 
in-order to stay on the platforms. The visual aspects of the game and the fast 
paced style of the game helps to create an engaging experience of the players.
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Implementing:


The first part of implementing the game was creating the base platform which the 
ball will get spawn on. After creating the ball and the base platform then the next 
step was to create the ball moments.



- Note that The Ball is referred as Player in the game and scripts.


The Ball moves froward automatically at a certain speed and you can you move 
the ball to left and right. The reason for that the main challenge in this game is to 
keep the ball on the platforms having the ability to jump would make the game 
unbalanced. One way in which you can implementation jumping in the game is by 
having obstacles in the game. However for this project I decided not implemented 
obstacles in my game therefor I did not implement jumping movement for the ball.


After the implementation of the Ball movements the next step was to implement 
the camera movement. In the game the camera follows the player on X and Z 
axises only. Camera position on the Y axis always stays the same, and the reason 
of that is the fact that in the game we want camera to focus on the ball and only 
follow the ball movement. I used orthographic projection style because it suits my 
game better.


The next step was implementation of platform generation, first I created a small 
platform and made it to a prefab then used that prefab to spawn the new platforms 
randomly on X and Z axises. The platforms get generated next to each other so 
there is no gap in between them because in the game player do not have the 
ability to jump.
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After Creating the platform generation the next step was to implement the falling 
down effect of platforms.


The falling down effort uses the unity physics system, Box Collider and Rigidbody. 
In the game the program checks whether the ball has passed the platform or not if 
the game detect that the ball has pass the platform the Kinematic Rigidbody of 
that platform will get set to false the platform starts to fall down after a little delay.
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The next step in implementing of the game was to create the collectables and 
spawning them randomly.


First I created the main gold game object and turn it to prefab, after that the 
collision and sound effect was implemented to the game. So whenever the ball 
collides with a gold piece a yellow particle effect animation will run. The special 
sound effect for collecting gold game object will run as well. I also I aded the point 
light to gold prefab to give it shining effect. The gold pieces also rotes constantly, 
the helps the visual aspect of the game, help the game to be more vivid. The gold 
game objects gets spawn randomly on the platforms.
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Execution:

In this section will be covering all of the scripts in the game, they functionality and 
how they works. In total they are 7 scripts in the game. (Note that one of them was 
not fully developed, therefore I had to disable it).


Note: The following pieces of the codes are not all of the scripts code, I only 
included the main and important parts.


1- Player:

	 - Script of the Player game-object:

1. public class Player : MonoBehaviour   
2. {   
3.     private Rigidbody My_Player;   
4.     private bool Move_Left;   
5.     public float Speed;   
6.     // Start is called before the first frame update   
7.     void Start()   
8.     {   
9.         //Getting Rigibody of the player   
10.         My_Player = GetComponent<Rigidbody>();   
11.         //

when the game first srarts the player goes to left side   
12.         Move_Left = true;   
13.     }   
14.    
15.     // Update is called once per frame   
16.     void Update()   
17.     {   
18.         //calling the input checker function    
19.         Input_checker();   
20.         //calling gameover function   
21.         Game_Over();   
22.     }   

	 - Moment the player to left and right:

1. //For using the physics components    
2. void FixedUpdate()   
3. {   
4.     if (Game_Controller.current.Game_Start)   
5.     {   
6.         if (Move_Left)   
7.         {   
8.             //

Moving the player to left by changing the velocity   
9.             My_Player.velocity = new Vector3(-

Speed, Physics.gravity.y, 0f);   
10.         }   
11.         else   
12.         {   
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13.             //
Moving the player to right by changing the velocity (speed at
 z axis)   

14.             My_Player.velocity = new Vector3(0f, Physics.grav
ity.y, Speed);   

15.         }   
16.     }   
17. }   

   
  - Checking the game over function:
1. void Game_Over()   
2. {   
3.     if (Game_Controller.current.Game_Start)   
4.     {   
5.         //

if the position of player on Y axis is less that -3    
6.         //the the game is over    
7.         if(transform.position.y < -8)   
8.         {   
9.             Debug.Log("Game over");   
10.             Game_Controller.current.Game_Start = false;   
11.             Destroy(gameObject);   
12.         }   
13.     }   

- Getting the input for mouse and space bar bottom:
1. //checking the input of mouse and keyboard   
2.    void Input_checker()   
3.    {   
4.        //

getting left mouse click(0) and space button bu input    
5.        if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown(0) ||

 Input.GetKeyDown("space"))   
6.        {   
7.            /*  
8.             * Preventing the game from starting instantly  
9.             * the game start only when you press space or cli

ck.  
10.             */   
11.            if (!Game_Controller.current.Game_Start)   
12.            {   
13.                Game_Controller.current.Game_Start = true;   
14.                //activate platform generator   
15.                Game_Controller.current.Activate_Platform_Gene

rator();   
16.            }   
17.        }   
18.        //when the game is playing   
19.        if (Game_Controller.current.Game_Start)   
20.        {   
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21.            //
changing direction to right and left based on mouse click or 
space button press   

22.            if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown(0) ||
 Input.GetKeyDown("space"))   

23.            {   
24.                //

changing the bool value, for changing the direction   
25.                Move_Left = !Move_Left;   
26.            }   
27.        }   
28.    }   

2- Game_Controller:

	 - Script for Game Controller game object

	 - Platform generation:

29. void Platform_generator()   
30. {   
31.     Vector3 new_Platform_Position = Current_Platform_Position

;   
32.     //randomising the platform position   
33.     int random = Random.Range(0, 100);   
34.     //if random < 50 -> moving on X axsis by one   
35.     if(random < 50)   
36.     {   
37.         new_Platform_Position.x -= 1f;   
38.     }   
39.     else//moving on z axsis by one   
40.     {   
41.         new_Platform_Position.z += 1f;   
42.     }   
43.     //updating the platform postion   
44.     Current_Platform_Position = new_Platform_Position;   
45.     Instantiate(platform, Current_Platform_Position, Quaterni

on.identity);   
46. }  

	 - Setting the audio for the gold piece collection 


3- Camara_Controller:

	 - Script for Main Camera game object 

	 - The camera follows the ball moments:

1. void FixedUpdate()   
2. {   
3.     //Checking to see if we have the position of the ball    
4.     if (Player_Position)   
5.     {   
6.         //getting current position of the player   
7.         Vector3 New_Position = Player_Position.position;   
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8.         //
Calculating the delta, which is the old position minus new po
sition   

9.         Vector3 delta = Old_Position - New_Position;   
10.         //setting delta Y to zero   
11.         //

Because we don’t want to move the camera on Y axis in the gam
e   

12.         //Only X and Z changes   
13.         delta.y = 0f;   
14.         //Current position of camera = camera position -

 delta   
15.         transform.position = transform.position - delta;   
16.         //

Updating camera position since the camera has moved   
17.         Old_Position = New_Position;   
18.     }   
19. }   

4- Planform_Script:

	 - Script for the Main Platform game object and Platform Prefabs

	 - Randomise the gold spawn point on platform:

1. //start falling down   
2.     IEnumerator Falling_Down()   
3.     {   
4.         yield return new WaitForSeconds(0.1f);   
5.         MyPlatform.isKinematic = false;   
6.         StartCoroutine(Deleting_GameObject());   
7.     }   
8.    
9.     //deleting the game objects   
10.     IEnumerator Deleting_GameObject()   
11.     {   
12.         yield return new WaitForSeconds(2f);   
13.         gameObject.SetActive(false);   
14.     }   

	 


- Platform falling down function and checking if the ball has passed the 	 	
platform:

15.     void OnTriggerExit(Collider target)   
16.     {   
17.         //check if player has exit the trigger of platform   
18.         if (target.tag == "Player")   
19.         {   
20.             StartCoroutine(Falling_Down());   
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21.             //platform falls down   
22.             //MyPlatform.isKinematic = false;   
23.         }   
24.     }   

5- Gold_Script:

	 - Script for Gold prefab

	 - Rotation animation of gold pieces 

	 - Checking if the player and gold game object has collided and starting the 	
	 sparkle and sound effect:

1. void OnTriggerEnter(Collider target)   
2.     {   
3.         //check if player has collided with gold   
4.         if(target.tag == "Player")   
5.         {   
6.             //playing sparkel effect   
7.             Instantiate(Sparkel_Effect, transform.position, Q

uaternion.identity);   
8.             //playing audio   
9.             //Debug.Log("Audio should play");   
10.             Game_Controller.current.Play_Gold_Collection_Soun

d();   
11.             gameObject.SetActive(false);   
12.         }   
13.     }  

6- Sparkle_Script:

	 - Script for Sparkle Effect prefab

	 - deleting the the sparkles after a while:

	 WaitForSeconds(1.3f);  

14.         gameObject.SetActive(false);   

7- Score_Script:

	 - Script for Game score game object

	 - Counting the scores 

	 - Note: The is disabled due to the fact that it was unfinished.
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Problems:


I ran in to numbers of problems, this was my first experience creating 3D game In 
Unity and I was not familiar with lots aspects of making game in 3D. However I 
managed to fixed most of the problem in the game the, runs without any errors. 
They were one part which I struggled with and could not finished due to the lack of 
time. 


First part was implementing the game score system, I implemented the collisions 
detection system for the ball and gold pieces how I could not finished the score 
system fully and had to disable it in the end.


The second problem which I had was creating a game manager system for the 
game different since, I implemented the game over function which works using 
debug log. However I am still unfamiliar with the techniques of implementation 
game manager system for the game and creating different since. For my previous 
game I did implement game system it was working even due it was not prefect but 
this time due to the lack of time I did not have enough time to finish the game 
manager system and had to delete it from the game.
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Conclusion:

Working on this project help to to get deeper understanding of unity 3D, and also 
the techniques which you can use in order to make your game more entertaining 
and engaging. Overall I have learned new skills in process of making this game.


Bibliography:


1 - https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/zigzag/id951364656?mt=8

2- https://flappybird.io/

3- https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/temple-run-classic/id420009108?mt=8


Recourses:

Note: All materials for the coding part are at the and of the script  onreferences 
part.

Ball Texture: https://brightshinyobjects.net/2012/03/31/life/

Gold Texture: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/9851692909439855/?lp=true

Gold Collection Sound: https://freesound.org/people/ProjectsU012/sounds/
341695/

Transforming code to text documents:http://www.planetb.ca/syntax-highlight-word
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